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BASKETBALL
GAME
NUMBER 16

Manson Heads Student Government
Season's Hard Game / New Games Lengthen
To Be Fought Tonight
Basketball Season
With E. Stroudsburg With arrangements for a game with
Team In Good Condition
The H. T. C. sextet will probably
meet its strongest opposition of this
season in the game with East Stroudsburg Teachers College from East
Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania, to be
played here tonight at eight o'clock
in the big gym.
The visiting team defeated Savage
School of Physical Education of New
York City recently by a score of 118, and they are expected to make our
team give the best that is in them.
This is the second game of the season, the first one with Shepherd College being an easily-won victory for
the Purple and Gold.
The following girls will appear
dressed and ready for action on the
floor: Emily Pittman, carrying the
rabbit's foot; Douglas MacDonald,
Virginia Barrow, Mary Van Landingham, Alma Fultz, Bobbie Maher, Laura
Scheibler, Mary Virginia Grogan, Julia
Courter, Willene Clark, Melva Burnett, and Elizabeth Huffman.
According to Captain Pittman, the
team is in good condition for the approaching fray. A large crowd is expected for this, the best game of the
season.

Panzer College, East Orange, N. J. and
for one with New College, New York,
the current basketball season has increased its span from four to six games.
Panzer College, a prominent school
for physical education, will me#t the
local sextet here at Harrisonburg, Monday evening, February 26. The date
for the clash with New College, a
branch of Columbia University, has
not yet been set. Both games promise
to be very interesting, according to
Captain Emily Pittman.
A second ticket drive, the goal of
which is the sale of over a hundred
season tickets, has just been initiated.
As five more games remain to be played, the price of the tickets will be the
same.

LIBRARIAN COMPLETES
FIRST REVISION REPORT
Miss Pearl O'Neal, H. T. C. librarian, as member of the state committee
for die revision of the Elementary
Course of Study for library organization, has completed her first report.
This committee is composed of teachers and librarians of the state; Miss
Dorothy Brown, assistant supervisor
of school libraries is chairman.
The subject of Miss O'Neal's report
was the preparation of a section for
the introduction to the course on the
collection, classification, selection and
care of books. Papers are being prepared by other members of the committee on the preparation o£ reading
lists of books and poems appropriate
for each grade and the preparation of
teaching procedures for use of such
supplementary materials as pictures,
magazines, maps.
By the middle of February these
papers will be complete and the committee will meet in Richmond to revise and reorganize the present course.
This will probably appear as a library
manual and should be of great use
to the grade school teacher.

COLLEGE CALENDAR
WEEK OF FEBRUARY

Friday, February 9—
4:30—Stratford tea,

9-16
Alumna;

Hall
12:00—Alpha Rho Delta assembly
•■' •■
6:00—Alpha Rho Delta banquet,
senior dining hall
8:00—Basketball game with East
Stroudsburg. Big Gym
Saturday, February 10—
2:30—Stratford Dramatic Club
one-act play by new members. Wilson Hall
8:00—Movie—"Berkeley
Square"
Wednesday, February 14—
4:30—Lee Literary Society tea.
Alumna; Hall
Thursday, February 1$—
7:30—Class basketball games.
Seniors vs. Sophomores and
Juniors vs. Freshmen. Big
gym
Friday, February 16—
8:00—"Sunny Skies," Alumna;
play. Wilson Hall

Educational Bill Faces
E. Trainum, Parkins,
Virginia Legislature
Shular and Barnes

A public education bill is before
the Virginia legislature at present,
guaranteeing a minimum term of eight
months in all Virginia public schools.
This bill also provides for state financial apportionments to teachers, and for
local provision for transportation,
maintenance, and so on.
It is the opiinon of supporters of
this bill that if it can be enacted it
will be the most imoprtant step ever
taken for public education in its history in Virginia. The measure is advocated by the State Board of Education, by Dr. Sidney B. Hall, and by
nvmbers of the General Assembly
especially interested in the development of the public school system.
Great interest in its passage is being
taken by all workers in the educational
field.
The bill reads in part: "The school
board of each and every school division
in the State is hereby impowered and
required to maintain the public free
schools of such division for a period
of at least eight months or one hundred and sixty teaching days in each
school year.

Wright and Newbill
Speak To Assembly SENIORS WIN VICTORY
OVER FRESHMAN TEAM
On Drama Movement

Will Fill Offices
To Take Office In March
Henrietta Manson, of Lottsburg, was
elected president of the student body
in the election of major officers held
Tuesday, February 6. Other major
officers chosen were: president of the
Y. W. C. A., Mary Page Barnes, of
Amelia Court House; president of the
Athletic Association, Pamela Parkins,
of Norfolk; editor-in-chief of the
BREEZE, Eugenia Trainum, of Meltons; editor-in-chief of the Schoolma'am, Ruth Shular, of East Stone
Gap. These girls will take office at
the end of this quarter and serve a
year.
"It really was quite a surprise to
know that I was elected," was Henrietta Manson's statement regarding her
new honor, "and I do appreciate the
confidence shown in me. I shall do
my best to prove worthy of this confidence, but I shall need lots and lots
of help."
Mary Page Barnes, new Y. W. C. A.
president, said: "I do appreciate so
much the confidence which the student
body has placed in me by electing me
president of Y. W. C. A. I am going to
try hard to continue the good work
which Gladys has so successfully carried on this year."
"I wish to thank the members of
the student body for entrusting me
with this position of honor and responsibility," was the statement made
by the new eidtor-in-chief of the
Annual, Ruth Shular. "I pledge to
serve in this capacity to the best of
my ability."
Eugenia Trainum, editor-in-chief of
the BREEZE, said, "I can only say that
I appreciate the honor given me. As
editor I shall try to continue the present policy of making the BREEZE the
official organ of student opinion."
Pam Parkins, new Athletic Association president is at home because of illness.
• The new officers have been prominent in campus affairs. Henrietta
Manson is a member of the Debating
Club and has been selected for the
intercollegiate debating team this
year. She is a reporter on the BREEZE
staff, and a member of Le Cercle
Francais and Alpha Rho Delta. She
has also served on the sophomore and
junior class councils.
Mary Page Barnes is a member of
(Continued on Page Two)

The seniors fought the freshman
The meaning of Drama Week and to a 38-28 victory for the upperclassthe origin of the Drama League were men Monday night, February J, in
DR. BOWMAN ADDRESSES
the topics discussed by Madaline New- the second game of a double-header.
bill,
a member of the Stratford Dra- The freshmen displayed ability in spite
ROCKINGHAM TEACHERS
matic Club, in assembly Wednesday, of few practice periods and little
February 7. According to her, the coaching. The seniors, with the aid
That the task of education and eduLeague was founded fiiteen years ago of the Savage group, made a nice showCCtors is the nourishment of the child's
by a small group of wOnrcn who had ing, although the center was weak
hungers was the general context of
been studying plays together; "$heir when Scheibler transferred to forthe speech made by Dr. Paul H. Bowpurpose in the League was to give peo- ward.
man, president of Bridgewater College,
§pitzer, captain of the freshman
ple a chance to know the value of a
at the regular quarterly meeting of the
team,
was high scorer with 26 points.
play before attending it. This was
Rockingham County Educational AsKeto,
led the seniors with 20 points
achieved not by trying to force the
sociation held in Wilson Hall, Saturto
her
credit.
managers of theaters to give better
day morning, February 3.
The line-up follows:
plays but by studying the play. By
Dr. Bowman developed this theme
Seniors
arranging for cheap publications of Freshmen
from the divisions of these hungers inKeto
good plays and by establishing a sys- Dosher
to the physical, mental, and emotional
Right Forward
tem of education, these women have
desires. He stated that he believed
Smith, M.
made the United States's public Spitzer
that of these the emotional played the
Left Forward
"drama-conscious."
greatest part in directing human acPoats
Scheibler
Miss Newbill also told of the purtivities, citing examples to prove his
Center
pose and founding of the Little Thepoint. Dr. Bowman emphasized the JUNIOR CLASS SEXTET
Manby
Maher
aters. The Washington Square Playfact that teachers could not close
Side Center
DEFEAT SOPHS 64-25 ers began this movement. As it does
their eyes to these needs but must feed
Cannon
Somers
not matter to Little Theaters whether
and nourish them. He further stressRight
Guard
The junior class defeated the sopho- they have large crowds or not, they
ed the point that the teacher alone was mores 64-2 J in the first intra-mural
Dugan
Kay
present only the best plays. Much
not responsible for nourishing and game of the season played last MonLeft
Guard
the same crowd attends the performfeeding these hungers but that all civil- day night, February 5, in the big ances, and these plays have become
Substitutions: Freshman — Borum
ization was concerned.
for
Dosher; Pendleton for Manby; and
gym.
very popular. Sometimes plays writShank
for Dugan.
Mr. Marvin N. Suter, president of
At the end of the half of a hard- ten byr members of the organization
Referees:
Virginia Barrow and B.
the Association, acted as chairman, fought game the juniors, with all var- are given; the scenery and costumes
Huffman.
HARRISONB'RG TO HAVE
introducing at the meeting's opening sity players, were leading 33-17. Dur- are always made by the members and
a program by the College Glee Club ing the last half the juniors doubled are a vital part of the organization.
NEW THEATRE IN APRIL
directed by Miss Edna T. Shaeffer and their score, but the sophomores failed The Washington Square Players have NEGRO RACE IS TOPIC
accompanied by Mrs. Vera Malone to display the same brand of playing recently moved to a larger theatre.
OF INTER-RACIAL WEEK Everybody sit tight, hold your
Conrad.
which they showed before.
breath, and hope that happy days are
"The senior class recalls the stage
Following this Miss Shaeffer offered
The
increased
number
of
lynchings
here
again! A new theatre is to be
we
had
in
the
Big
Gym,"
continued
Pittman, junior and varsity captain,
tentative plans to the Association for
for
the
year
1933
and
the
failure
of
the
opened
and in all probability will re(Miss
Newbill,
"and
it
can
properly
a choral contest and mass chorus com- was individual high scorer with 34
negro
race
to
seize
the
opportunity
for
duce
prices.
appreciate
the
advantages
we
'have
posed of students of Rockingham points to her credit. Barrow, junior
The announcement was made that
in this auditorium. But wherever we industrial equality with white workers
County schools to be held in Wilson varsity member scored 30. Huffman
gave the performance, it was fun. Per- under the N. R. A. were discussed by the theatre would be situated in the old
with
13,
and
Rucker,
with
12,
piled
Hall.
haps this explains the popularity of the Richmond anH Henrico Inter-racial Iris building. The plans have been
Mr. John C. Myers, superintendent up the total sophomore score.
Little Theaters. We all have some Commission at their annual conven- changed, however, and the new theatre
The complete line-up follows:
of Rockiiyrham County schools, made
tion held in Richmond last week.
building will be constructed adjoining
dramatic instinct in us."
a few remarks concerning the local Sophomores
Juniors
In
dealing
with
these
racial
difficulthe Rontopoulos building and the
Dr. James W.' Wright spoke on "A
Barrow
C. W. A. program as it affected the Mairs
ties
facing
the
South
different
addresses
Professional
building on S. Main
Ne,w Day for the Bible," explaining
schools and the legislative program at
Left Forward
revealed
the
fact
that
there
had
been
Street.
Richmond.
Huffman
Pittman that people are now given a much twenty-eight illegal mob executions
The managers, Charles and Sam
richer interpretation of this Book beFurther business matters were conRight Forward
during
the
past
year,
including
in
this
Roth,
announced that construction
ducted by Mr. Suter with the adjourn- Grogan
McDonald cause it is studied by literary units number several white men.
plans are being prepared, that work
rather
than
by
chapters.
ment to specific groups for discussions.
Jump Center
The aim of the Inter-racial Commis- will probably be started next week, and
"We, like our fathers," he said, "go sion, as revealed in the convention, is
o
Thompson
Courter
that the theatre will probably open on
to the Bible-for guidance and instruc- to bring the white man to a realizaSo many countries are represented
Side Guard
or before April 15.
at Cornell University that the stu- Walthall
Van Landingham tion, but we open it and appreciate it tion that the negro must have justice.
The building will seat between 600
as literature, drama, not as our fath- The commission does not try to do
dents have formed clubs comprised
Left Guard
and 700 people. It will be comfortable
entirely of students from their own Burnette
Fultz ers did."
this as a fighting organization, that is and will have the most modern equipcountries. Among these are Arabian,
Right Guard
Dr. Wright also explained the mean- by taking part in court proceedings ment possible. Special emphasis is beJapanese, Filipino, Chinese, and HinSubstitution: Sophomores — Rucker ing and interpretation of the Passion but through reason, co-operation, and ing placed on the acoustic and vision
dustan societies.
for Mairs.
(Continued on Page Four)
understanding.
details.
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a little requesting. To come straight
to the point, it's the matter ,pf announcements in the dining hall that is
worrying us.
Making announcements in the dining hall takes time and, although the
time used is short, it may be long
enough to make some waitress late to
class or at least deprive her of any
"fixing up" time before the class. Another point is that many clubs call for
meetings immediately after lunch and
sometimes one must take her choice
as to which to miss—lunch or the
meeting.
Our main complaint, however, is
that the announcements made in the
dining hall do not reach the day-students. In many ways it is extremely
hard for day-students to make and
keep contacts with the college and
when they miss announcements,^ very
vital contact is broken.
We have assembly, three times a
week, student body meetings, and a
bulletin boa[d. It seems that announcements might be made through
these means rather than by means of
the dining hall.
o

BOARD OF MANAGERS
Lois MEEKS
ANNE DAVIES

FEBRUARY
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DOROTHY LIPSCOMB
ELIZABETH WARREN

TYPISTS
Irma Cannon, Polly Stcphcnson, Joyce Lea,
Virginia Lea, Janet .Baker.

THE MEANING OF COLLEGE

The Sunday afternoon services were
lead by Alice Haley. "O Jesus, I
Have Promised," was used as the opening hymn. The scripture lesson was
taken from Luke 10:38-42 after
which the leader led the audience in
prayer. Bessie Watts read a poem
entitled, "Each in His Every Tongue,"
by Wm. Caminth. A .very interesting story was told by Myra Ph.pps depicting the life story of Mary and
Martha. Mildred Foskey rendered the
piano selection, "In An Old Trysting
Place," by Edward McDowell. The
services were closed with the hymn,
"Abide With Me," and the Y. W.
C. A. benediction.
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APROPOS OF NOTHING

POETRY

CAMPUS 4b
TOM SAYS
In this old world
Of goodness and guile
A smile beats a frown
By many a mile.
Little Peggy: "Mother, was the
policeman ever a little baby?"
Mother: "Yes, dear."
Little Peggy: "That's funny; I
don't believe I ever saw a baby policeman."
Husband: "Did you take a $1 bill
out of my right-hand pants pocket
last night?"
Wife: "Certainly not. Maybe you
don't know it, but there's a hole in
that pocket."
Daughter: "Mother did you ever
flirt when you were young?"
Mother: "I'm afraid I did, dear."
Daughter: "And were you ever
punished for it?"
Mother: "Yes, dear, I married your
father."
The class had been told by the
teacher to write a composition in
which they must not attempt any
flight of fancy but should only tell
what was really in them. The star
production was turned in by a boy
who wrote: "I shall not attempt any
flight of fancy but will write what is
really in me. In me there is my
stumic, heart, lungs, liver, and other
innards, two sandwitches, three doughnuts and three apples."

I have often wondered why college
girls feel it necessary to crowd their
rooms with animals of all kinds and
descriptions, when the howl is always
floating around campus that there isn't
enough room for three girls in a room;
it is unnecessary, it is inconsistent, it
is absurd—but my room is just like
the rest—not that I have many animals
of my own—just a couple of dogs,
three elephants, a cat, and a picture
of my boy friend. The rest belongs
to my room-mates and I shudder to
think of the scramble which would
ensue if these animals came to life
and began to act natural ....
Monti-Guj the elephant gives a
miniature hooding roar and lifting
the inkbottle high upon his back goes
trumpeting through the forest of books
of our shelf. The roar simply terrifies
Black Moonlight, our black china cat
with the orange ribbon, who is a peaceful enough creature until someone irks
her. And Black Moonlight doesn't
take kindly to being frightened—her
reaction is of the worst type. It is
unfortunate that Tippecannycanoe—
the gray squirrel on red wheels—should
take this moment to trundle past. He
is seized savagely by Black Moonlight and when she is through nothing
is left but the red wheels. Black
Moonlight goes to sleep.
About this time Dicky the dog returns from a visit to Clarence and
Harry two preposterous canine friends
of his in a neighboring room. Petey
the pup, immediately spreads the news
about Tippy who has been hurled to
death before his time. Dicky is furious and goes on a rampage in which
Black Moonlight is torn limb from
limb. Dicky snaps off Black Moonlight's tail and hangs it over the edge
of the table lamp as a warning to all
comers. When he is through Petey tenderly ties up the wounds he has received from the cruel claws of Black
Moonlight and both lie down to rest.
But not for long. Monti-Guj who
has been lost for an hour in a maze
of Greek Literature in Translation
returns desperate. Knowing Dicky's
reputation about town as a dog he
asks him to go with him as guide for
his travels. Dicky refuses and they
all gp to sleep. Soon Caroline Kitten
awakes, and getting out her roll book,
calls the roll.
Everyone answers
"present" until she comes to the end—
she hesitates, distressed. The bell for
classes rings and soon the door opens
and the three occupants appear carrying books. Caroline closes her roll
book and gives a sigh of satisfaction,
The menagerie is complete.

The day had seared my spirit,
Grating on my mind. And . . .
Tearing from me any firmness
I could claim.
Alone, I sat in the crowd
While she sang.
The low sweet sadness of her song
Cornered my fears and doubts,
Giving ease to my wounded soul.
—ANNIE WILLIAMS.

TO
Deep—deep as still waters
Where white violets sleep and dream
And shadows creep and lose themselves
In shadows.
A bit of sunlight dances in the
Pebbles in frolic.
—MARY GLOVER.
FIRST MAN OF TWO
I remember, now, how your firm lips
became tremulous as you kissed my
hand,
And strong, brown hands caressed me
with their lightest touch;
For you were gentle, tender, kind in
every word and deed and thought
you let me see.
Was I to know the blackness of your
heart,
Who from sheer pity sent you far
And wept because I loved you not?
I remember, now, the tears of injured
pride, and broken dreams, I shed;
But those scant tears are not for me,
nor do I feel
Regret. I think not of the incident,
sace when I dream awhile in muted
peace,
Remembering the heat of trembling
lips
Upon my hand; the gentle, fleet—
Ing, loving touch of strong, brown
hands.
—CLYDE HELLEN SCHULER.

Most people enter college with the
idea that they must not let anything
interfere with their college education,
and they subordinate the importance
of education for life. They believe
that campus life really means more
Pokey: "The librarian made a
than memorizing r irregular French
blunder."
verbs or understanding Mr. Blank's
Dot. B.: "How's that?"
theory on education.
Pokey: "I asked for Shakespeare's
Thursday Night
plays
and now" she's gone and sent me
This is perhaps only natural, beThe Thursday evening service was
THE MASTER'S HAND
Shakespeare's
works."
cause the books these students have opened with the hymn, "O Love That
read painted campus activities in a Will Not Let Me Go," a.fter. which
(A Sonnet)
Tea-room Manager: "I'm sorry the
rosy hue—football games, mid-winter Mildred Cross, the leader, read the
chicken
soup
isn't
good.
I
explained
dances, feasts after lights, rules broken scripture lesson, Cor. 13:1-13. She
Sometimes the horse is weary of his
and gotten by with, are all given their then led in prayer to which the Y. to the cook very carefully how to make
load,
it
but
perhaps
she
didn't
catch
the
proper places. That such factors as W. C. A. choir responded. Flora
And
struggles on with down cast head.
idea."
these are present is not to be question- Heins read a short poem. Lois Bishop
With
all his strength and courage
Lois
Bishop:
"It
tastes
to
me
as
if
ed, and it is indeed difficult to imagine sang "The Rosary" by Ethelbert Nevin.
nearly dead;
college without the lighter things that Gladys Farrar, Y. W. C. A. president it was the chicken she didn't catch."
The wagon stops stock-still along the
make the routine easier, the little gave a very inspiring and helpful talk
road,
An H. T. C. girl, it was rumored,
things that cause people to smile at using for her subject "Love Never
Stacked
high with clover hay just
the recollection of what they con- Faileth." "Love Divine, All Love had got engaged to five young men
freshly
mowed.
sider the most pleasant four years of Excelling" was used as the closing at the same time. One of the victims
Then
at
his
master's touch he may be
went to her and asked her about it.
their life.
hymn after which the Y. W. C. A.
led,
The
proud
beauty
assumed
an
air
of
There is something else besides foot- benediction was repeated in unison.
Slowly at first and then with firmer
disdain and asked what he intended to
ball games and memorizing irregular
o
tread,
MANSON
HEADS
do
about
it.,
"Oh,
nothing,"
he
reFrench verbs, something that lies in
CHAPEL
Vitality
into his veins has flowed.
plied—"but
if
you
have
no
objections
(Continued from Page Onel
between being a constant prom-trotter
So man upon life's road is oft diswe'll
all
chip
in
to
buy
the
engagement
and a walking encyclopedia. There
the Lee Literary Society, the Glee
mayed,
Chapel exercises on Friday, Febru- ring."
is music to be heard, and there are
Club, Cotillion Club, Le Cercl That all the joyousness in life seems
ary
2,
were
led
by
the
Lanier
Literbooks to be read. There are lectures,
Francais. She has been treasurer of
gone;
Wifey: "That Mrs. Jitters must
suprisingly interesting if one makes ary Society in commemoration of
Aeolian Club, a member of the He halts, convinced that only snares
an effort to listen to them. There are Sidney Lanier's birthday on February be a terrible gossip."
BREEZE staff, Y. W. C. A. cabinet,
are laid
Hubby: "What leads you to think
professors who are willing to talk to 3. The devotionals were led by Flornominating convention, and impan- To drag him down—that all his life's a
students and whose friendships may be ence Holland. Alyce Geiger gave an so?"
elling board.
pawn;
Wifey: "I never can tell her anycultivated if these students would not interesting summary of Lanier's life
Eugenia Trainum is now assistant Till with his Lord's assistance, unthing
but
what
she's
heard
it
before."
and
explained
the
meaning
of
differregard a professor merely as the ineditor of the BREEZE. She is a memafraid,
structor of a given subject or a source ent articles used on Lanier goat day.
ber of Kappa Delta Pi, Alpha Rho He, too,- grasps strength anew and
Wife
(trying
to
think
of
the
HaEliz.
Carson
read
several
of
Lanier's
of information in his specified field.
Delta, and Le Cercle Francais. She
passes on.
Finally, there is the opportunity for poems showing the different moods of gue) : "Let me see—what is the name
was
business
manager
of
the
sopho—EDNA BROOKS.
self-expression, in writing, art, music, his work and Josephine Miller played of that place where so much has been more class, house president of Spottsdone to promote the peace of the
Frosquita by Kriesler.
and other fields.
wood Hall last year, and assistant
ALUMNAE
world?"
No one wants to abolish the little
house president of Sheldon at present.
Husband:
"I
suppose
you
mean
Dr. Charles H. Huffman led devothings that make college life the glamRuth Shular is assistant editor of
The following Alumnx girls attendorous experience it is; that would in- tionals in Chapel on Monday, February Reno?"
the
Schoolma'am, a member of Lee ed the mid-winter dance of S. T. C:
5.
Miss
Edna
T.
Sheaffer
announced
deed be tragic. The fault lies not in
"Mamma," said little Elizabeth, Literary Society, Le Cercle Francais, Marghuerete Bass, 1933, Virginia
the things themselves but in the fact a singing contest between classes to
and is vice-president of the Debating Orange, 1933. Martha Warren, Sue
that they receive so much emphasis be held in the near future. Each "give me anuzzer piece of candy. I
Club.
Leith and Katherine Burton, 1932.
that the finer things are often over- class will sing a processional and one losed dot uzzer piece."
Pam
Parkins
is
present
business
"Where did you lose it?" the mothlooked—the music, the art, the litera- hymn of its own choice. This contest
manager of the Athletic Association,
Dorothy Harris a graduate of 1931
ture, that contribute to enjoyment of will, Miss Sheaffer hopes,, inspire a er inquired.
a
member
of
Page
Literary
Society,
is
teaching in Prince George County.
"I
dess
put
if
in
my
mouth
and
it
time spent in college and to a richer greater interest among the students in
»
*
*
Cotillion
Club,
and
varsity
hockey
failed
right
down
in
my
stomach."
and broader appreciation of things to group singing.
Gladys Leech a graduate of 1933 is
squad. She has been varsity cheer
Mr. Hanson gave a brief and interbe met in later life. A number of
A litle girl was deeply impressed leader, swimming sports leader, mem- teaching in Rockbridge County.
worthwhile things are right at the esting talk on "Weather Lore." He
*
*
*
elbow of every student if he will only explained the origin of the Groundhog by a certain sermon in which the ber of the BREEZE staff; freshman,
Thelma Leech a graduate of 1933
stop long enough in this hurly-burly Day tradition and showed that by offi- minister pictured the attractions of sophomore and junior class hockey,
is
teaching a graded school near Lexbasketball
and
swimming.
cial reports the Groundhog Day tradi- heaven. Some time later she asked
life to recognize them.
Four
hundred
and
seventy-six
votes
ington.
her
mother:
"Do
cats
go
to
heaven?"
tion and other weather traditions are
o
*
+
»
Her mother replied that since ani- were cast altogether. One hundred
disqualified. As parting advice conBY REQUEST
Dorothy Martin a graduate of 1933
cerning weather superstitions, he said, mals do not have souls they could and thirty-three freshmen voted.
is remaining at home this winter.
o
If all editorials are lectures then "Remember them so you'll have some- hardly be expected to go to heaven.
Friends of Ann Keister will be
"Then," said the little girl, "if
this is not an editorial. For once we thing to talk about."
Dorothy Williams and Peggy Smith
c^
i—
there are no cats in heaven, where do sorry to know that she is confined to
are going to forget student conduct in
motored
to Strasburg last Sunday to
the
hospital
with
a
case
of
streptococci
Margaret Tate and Virginia Earman the angels get the strings for their
chapel, destruction of school property,
spend
the
day.
of
the
arm.
and all forms of misbehavior and do were Sunday guest in Keezletown.
harps?"
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Many Couples Attend Dance
The following girls and their dates
attended the Mid-winter Cotillion
dance last Saturday night: Nancy
Smith and French Boyer, Frances Wilkins and Bill Wake, Rachel Rogers
and Edgar Barrett, Virginia McCue
and Jack Fulton, Eleanor Holtman and
Harry Holtyman, Mary Van Landingham and Murrie Bates, Peggy Mears
and John Conrad, Evelyn Watkins
and Burbon Rowe, Elizabeth Buie and
Harry Finlayson, Mary Vernon Montgomery and Sam Shrum, Kay Carpenter and Robert Jacob, Pam Parkins and Martin Thomas, Dorothy
Williams and Benny Kat, Eleanor
Studebaker and Bill Barbee, Ethel Harper and John Glaize, Margie Baptiste
and Luther LeGrande, Catherine
Mathews and James Nicholas, Margaret
Ann Fisher and James Beazley, Audrey Slaughter and John Dawning, Belle
Krieger and John McFadden, Virginia
Bean and Martin Cunningham, June
Gulliford and Fred Pollard, Mildred
Mullins and Ernest Hogan, Virginia
Lewis and Bob Allebaugh, Eleanor
Wilkins and Jack Gee, Florence Holland and Polk Kellam, Dorothy Beach
and Reed Pollard, Frances Averett
and Merrick Marshall, Rosa Lee
Fawlkes and Herbert Adkins, Margie
Adkins and Whitney Sweeney, Frances
Cattrell and Noel Nelma, Mary Porter
and Bob Wilson, Frances Harshman
and William Gehr, Martha Way and
Fred Way, Jr., Mollie Sue Null and
Boling Seay, Mary Page Barnes and
Edwin Young, Judith Nelson and Bill
Gaines, Anna Armentrout and Harold
Munder, Maribel Higgins and George
W. Neuils, Adelaide Grotz and Albert
Miller, Dorothea Neails and John
Leonard, Mary Belote *nd Richard
Ivans, Pat Bass and Lyle Brownlee,
Virginia Hankla and Jimmy Bryan,
Alyce Geiger and Wes Suit, Edith
Todd and Albert Hudson, Anne Davies
and Carl Eklund, Ruth Bodine and
Cary Crockett, Mary Sue Hamersley
and Eiler Yancey, Agnes Mason and
William Piner, Carrie Roane and
James Cunningham, Conway Gray and
Charles Roumaine, Cora Lee Cramer
and George Giles, Courtney Dickinson and Alvis Jackson, Katherine Wilson and Harry Wilson, Liz Carson and
Bill Harnsberger, Lois Bishop and Marshall Robinette, Mary Cox and Paul
Rose, Augusta Bishop and Bill Marcuson, Masil Falls and George McKesson,
Babe Simmerman and George Hunter,
Elizabeth Embrey and George Martin,
Mildred Dawson and Jimmy Steed,
Julia Evans and Wright Dawson,
Imogene Whittington and Roy Whittington, Sara Coleman and Ed Outturn, Louise Faulconer and Connie
D'Alonzo, Vivian Holmes and George
Freyberger, Isabelle DuVal and Aubrey
Holmes, Nicki Stansbury and Wilson
DeTemple, Alma Ruth Beazley and
Watson Durham, Frances Bowman and
Dick Dundore, Virginia Turner and
George Aldhizer, Elizabeth Shumacher
and Harry Lough, Louise Allred and
Nelson Liskey, Nancy Turner and
Turner Smith, Martha Ann Shefflcr
and "Vernon Stone; Frances Pigg and
Tom Hassett, Ruby McCloud and
Frank Barber, Peggy Smith and Tom
Lewis,* Doug MacDonald and M. D.
Vaughn, Virginia Byers and Phil Crawford, Margaret Hopkins and George
Straughan, Elizabeth Sugden and Carlyle Huffman, Kathryn Harlin and
Alfred Spitzer, Louise Borum and J.
C. Bradburne, Mary Shankle and
Francis Staley, Janice Brumback and
Bob Mooney, Amy Cunningham and
Hoston White, Frances Ann Giles and
Hugh McNew, Mildred Campbell and
John Jones, Frances Wells and Ike
Hoy, Nell Williams and Cecil Pence,
Mary Gilliam and George Gilliam,
Estelle Fauls and Tommy Blatt; Julia

Duke and Frank Driver, Virginia Zehmer and Roy Powell, Lillian Flippo and
Carter Childress, Louise Stickley and
William Wingfield, Hilda Hisey and
Benjamin Swann, Virginia Hisey and
Kenneth Saum, Willene Clarke and
Vincent Daniel, Betty Miner and Louis
Claybrook, Sirkka Keto and Joe Crabbe, Virginia Dorset and Dick Burnette,
Elizabeth Warren and Bob Ballagle,
Martha Warren and Wylie Wood,
Gladys Farrar and Howell Epperly,
Ruth McNeil and Whitey Gordon,
Edith Dudley and Jack Fretwell, Elizabeth Rountree and Donald DeTemple,
Edith Hogan and Tom English, Margaret Graves and Bill Reynolds, Mary
Smith and Samuel Bagby, Ruth Behrens and Carl Behrens, Margaret James
and Irving Hathaway, Hattie Courter
and Clay Peyton, Julia Courter and
Slaten Turner, Mary Blankinship and
Cal Humbert, Katherine Gilmer and
George Smith, Virginia Poole and
Keith Oliver, Alice Kay and Louie
Bean, Lelia Rucker and Lusby Rawlings, Janet Baker and Newton Jefferson, Emma Henry and E. Henry, Janet
Latane and B. Clements, Mary Frances
Gallagher and Pat Gallagher, Marian
Smith and J. Alwood, Beulah Ellis and
Waldo Harrison, Carolyn Davis and
Thomas Ryder, Mildred Townsend and
Horwood Smith, Ruth Haley and E.
K. Long, Martha Snead and M. Mickison, Madeline Newbill and Billy Goodloe, Matilda Chapman and Bryant
Harper, Mary Glover and James
Hempbill, Eleanor, Taylor and Malcolm Campbell, Virginia Saunders and
Bob Armstrong, Martha Bailey and
Crawford Bendace, Anne Bond and
Albert Mayton, Mittie Chapman and
Eugene Graves, Daisy Mae Gifford and
H. Graybeal, M. Foskey and Curtis
Cole, Bessie Watts and Morton
Vaughan, Anna Calvert and Frank
Goul, Frances Bellam and Eddie Cassity, Bertha Jenkins and Eddie Murray,
Ann Moore and James Lawson, Elizabeth Maddox and Tom Rice, Carolyn
Baldwin and John Barbee, Katherine
Glenn and Palmer Stover.
»
*
*
Birthday Parties Given
A surprise birthday party was given
for, Mary Page Barnes by Virginia
Bean, Doug MacDonald, Eleanor
Studebaker, Aylene Graham, Mary Van
Landingham, Kay Carpenter, M. Buie,
M. Vernon Montgomery, Edith Todd,
Bobbie Cook, Julia Courter, and Hattie Courter.
Lelia Rucker gave a birthday dinner in her room in Spottswood. Those
invited were: Anne Moore, Lib Maddox, Virginia Spence, Billy Elam, Virginia Hill, Virginia Lewis, and Mildred Mullins.
*
*
*
Stratfords Entertain Faculty
The Stratford Dramatic Club sponsored a faculty tea in Alumna; Hall
this afternoon. The club colors, pink
and green, were carried out by the
decorations, favors and refreshments.
Mrs. A. B. Cook, Miss Ruth Hudson,
Mr. Conrad Logan, Elizabeth Maddox,
Mildred Simpson, and Madaline Newbill were in the receiving line. All the
members of the faculty attended.
»
*
*
Stratfords Entertained at Bridge
Party
Mrs. A. B. Cook entertained the
officers of the Stratford Dramatic Club
Wednesday night with a bridge party
in her apartment in Alumna: Hall.
The Valentine scheme was carried
out by the red and white decorations
and favors. The invited guests were:
Elizabeth Maddox, Elizabeth Carson,
Gene Averett, Janie Shaver, Dorothy
Williams, Gladys Farrar, Madaline
Newbill, Hilda Hisey, Miss Ruth Hudson, Miss Margaret Hoffman, Miss
Louise Boje, Mrs. Althea Johnson and
Miss Anne Newton.

Elizabeth Carson won high score
and received a lovely brown moire
stocking bag. Madaline Newbill received a Valentine box of candy hearts
for the booby prize.
*
*
*
President-Elect Entertained
Henrietta Manson, 'newly elected
president of the student body, was entertained at the Blue Bird tea room
Tuesday night after the election returns by the following girls: Ruth
Behrens, Augusta Bishop, Alice Kay,
Sarah Lemmon, Mary Smith, Margaret
James, Masil Falls, Margaret Hopkins,
Annabel Selden, and Catherine' Gar-

ber.
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HAZARDOUS UNCERTAINTIES possible for the three tractors to negotiate and almost impossible for the
dog teams.
January 28: Where is Arthur Abele?
The Antarctic winter is about to
Is he on the Jacob Ruppert, drifting begin. The Jacob Ruppert is a steel
on the Bay of Whales unable to reach ship. If she is caught in the ice when
the ice wall to unload equipment or to the sea frezes she will almost certainly
take marooned men aboard? Or is be squeezed so that her plates will be
he with the 43 men on the ice at crushed in. That is why she must get
Pressure Camp, four miles from the out of there and back to New Zealand
edge, wtare some of the supplies had before the freeze sets in. Admiral
been dumfted by tractors and dog teams Byrd has set February 10 as the deadfrom thejsnip before the crumbling of line. Meanwhile the good old wooden
the"T5ay1ce and the great Ross Barrier Bear of Oakland, with an ice-breakof ice cliffs sent a million square yards ing bow 26 feet thick, is coming south
of the ice sliding into the sea? Or through the Ross ice pack.
is he one of the four men at Little
The reason the Ruppert is having
America in need of warmth and food?
difficulty unloading is that the ice
The club secre- has gone out of the Bay of Whales,
tary who acts as which is nine miles wide and 20 miles
editor of these ar- long. Usually there is a great solid
I tides, has had no di- ice pack at the Bay's entrance with ocI jrect word from casional leads or openings through
Abele since the day which a ship can sneak. This was
the Jacob Ruppert the situation when the Ruppert arrivreached the Barrier in ed. The ice kept the sea quiet. Now,
the Bay of Whales. however, the ice has broken up and so
(Jan. 18) He has, much of it has floated out to sea that
however,
received anieavy swell has taken possession of
John Muir
Third Mate messages through the the bay. The ship can no longer dock
Mackay Radio and in this swell alongside the crumbling
Byrd Headquarters, that everybody, ice, because her sides rub against it
ashore and afloat, is safe. We have even when it does not slide into the
radioed to young Abele twice during sea, and her bottom hits submerged
the past week, once urging him to ice. So she is drifting in the Bay until
rush his weekly story of the exciting conditions change.
happenings down there. Then, hearFrom the daily newspaper radio dising of the terrific struggle they are patches from the Expedition, which
having to establish themselves in those the Club Headquarters also receives,
awful surroundings, we radioed him we learn that the day after the ship
to forget his stories until everybody arrived Arthur Abele had a most thrillis safe and settled.
ing adventure. He had swung over
The situation in the Bay of Whales the side of the ship and was standing
is an amazing one, full of the most on a big ledge of ice, with an Eskihazardous uncertainties. Little Amer- mo dog in his arms, waiting to board
ica and all the surrounding territory the Matthews motor boat cruiser which
for hundreds of miles is not located on whicnltas taking men and supplies to
*
*
■»
land. It is located on ice, some- a landing place further along on the
Elizabeth Arendall was the house times hundreds of feet thick, and un- ice. Suddenly his ledge broke off and
guest of Miss Virginia Riddle in Broad- der it is water 1600 feet deep. Every fell into the sea, with him and the dog
way.
year some of this ice breaks off but the on it. By a miracle it landed right
vast bulk of it has remained more or side up and did not capsize. Holding
Clare Bagley and Peggy Butler were less stationary for more than 80 years, the dog safely, Arthur sprawled out on
the week-end guests of Miss Julia Epes probably anchored to land miles and his stomach and balanced the floating
at Mary Baldwin College, Staunton.
miles away. During the past few ice cake until Edgar Cox, steering the
*
»
*
years a slow movement of the ice to- cruiser, arrived and Arthur and his
Virginia Barrow spent the past ward the sea has been under way, as pet were hauled aboard. Here is a
week-end as the guest of Miss Jacque- indicated by enormous pressure ridges paragraph we omitted from Arthur's
line Crinkley at Mary Baldwin College, which have been built up by the ir- story last week:
resistible push of the slowly moving
Staunton.
,
"The tractor trip George Noville
*
*
*
inland ice against the ice near the edge is planning should be a corker—half
Mary Blankenship and her mother of the water. Admiral Byrd made way across the entire continent of
were the week-end guests of Dr. and a flight this week (January 26) and Antarctica, with a big American CleMrs. H. G. Pickett at their Harri- reported that some of these ridges ex- trac tractor and two smaller French
tend further than the eye can see. Citroen tractors. Hope I can go with
sonburg home.
*
*
*
This year, Antarctica is having an un- him but I probably can't. My job is
Hazel Bricker visited in the home usually warm summer. The tempera- to stay at Little America and learn to
of Mrs. Floyd Miller in Woodstock. ture is hovering way up around the be an aviator."
*
*
»
freezing mark—32 degrees Fahrenheit.
Since that was written, one of the
Margaret Clark accompanied Helen This is melting the ice which is crumb- tractors hauling great drums of Tydol
gasoline to Pressure Camp caught fire
LeSuer to visit her mother Mrs. F. C. ling for countless square miles.
If you look at the map the Club and its wooden body completely burnLeSuer at her home in One Bank.
*
*
*
has sent you, you will see that this ed up, and one of the others caught
Mrs. H. M. Williamson and Mildred huge ice area is believed to extent fire but it was extinguished by Admiral
Williamson entertained Bernice Thack- all the way back to Carmen Land, Byrd himself.
More than five thousand people, iner at their home in Nace last week- almost 500 miles. And if the weather
cluding
several entire school and coldocs
not
get
colder
and
freeze
it,
it
end.
may all slide suddenly into the sea, lege geography and science classes,
Louise Crowe and Virginia Rosen- taking Little America and everything whose teachers are using these stories
baum were the past week-end house with it. It will almost certainly be as weekly lessons, have joined the club
guests of Violet Edwards at her home necessary to undertake the cruel and by sendmg self-addressed stamped ensuperhuman task of moving the houses, velopes to Arthur Abele, Jr., Little
in Upperville.
*
*
*
radio masts and hundreds of tons of America Aviation and Exploration
Alma Fultz, was the past week-end equipment of Little America further Club, Hotel Lexington, 48th Street
back, maybe several times, if the Ad- and Lexington Avenue, New York,
guest of her brother in Lexington.
*
*
*
.
miral decides to go on with his plan N. Y. There is no charge for joining
Jean Long has returned from her of wintering on the ice with 45 men. this Club, organized at Admiral Byrd's
home in Staunton to resume her studies If he deems it too risky, or if the request, and all members have receivJacob Ruppert is not able to unload ed membership cards and a big workafter a long illness.
»
*
*
her 600 tons of supplies by February ing map of the South Polar region.
Marian MacKenzie spent the week- 10th, it may be necessary to abandon A handsome club lapel button will be
end in Baltimore, Maryland, as the the entire plan until next December. sent all members in the near future.
guest of her sister at Johns Hopkins And between Little America and the If you haven't joined yet, the club will
edge of the ice are pressure ridges im- welcome you and your friends.
Hospital.

Girls at Home
I •
Girls who went home last w^ek-end
were: Helen Anders, Janet Baker,
Frances Barrett, Mary L. Belot, Frances Brumback, Violet Edwards, Ina E.
Glick, Martha Goodwin, Elsie Grove,
Eleanor Harrison, Mollie Heizer, Marguerite Holder, Anne Harris, Elizabeth
Austin, Marguerite Crider, Lucy Hoffer, Helen LeSuer, Katherine Liggett,
Harriet Linger, Mary Martin, Alma
Miller, Genevieve Miller, Dorothy
Parker, Caroline Schaller, Joanna Sherman, Helen Shutters, Naomi Stoutomyer, Eugenia Trainum, Mildred Williamson and Elizabeth Younger.
*
»
»
Camp Entertains Party
The girls who spent the past weekend at the College Camp were: Isabel
Bailey, Katherine Bealc, Margaret Belot, Irma Cannon, Frances Jolly, Sue
Jolly, Ernestine Mears, Louise Moon,
Elizabeth Pully, Marian Sullivan,
Lorine Thomas, Elizabeth Thrasher and
Elizabeth Thweatt.
,
*
*
*
Visitors Entertained on Campus
Many girls had visitors on the campus last week-end. They were: Wilma
Bailey, Frances Averett, Gene Averett,
Florence Holland, Edith Hogan, Marjorie Adkins, Elizabeth Carson, Marieta Melson, Marie Craft, Daphna Claytor, Evelyn Duiguid, Mary Gilliam,
Hilda Lewis, Martha Way, Jane Withrow, Mary Belle Boden, Lelia Rucker,
Eleanor Studebaker, Ethel Harper,
Imogene Whittington, Lucille Smiley,
Catherine Reynolds, and Joyce Rieley.
*
»
*
The following girls who went home
Sunday for the day were: Ethel Driver, Amarylas Homan, Eleanor Holtzman, Elizabeth Burner and Virginia
Earman.
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Warner Bros.
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IRGINIA
"Theatre of Win"
PROGRAM
FRIDAY—FEB. 9
Lionel Barrymore in
"SHOULD LADIES BEHAVE"
with Alice Brady
SATURDAY—FEB. 10
Zane Grey's
"THUNDERING HERD"
" MONDAY ONLY—FEB. 12
Irene Dunne & Clive Brook
in "IE 1 WERE FREE"
TUESDAY—FEB 13
Edmund Lowe in
"THE BOMBAY MAIL"
WED. and THUR.—FEB. 14-15
"FLYING DOWN TO RIO"
FRIDAY ONLY—FEB. Id
Jas. Cagney in
"THE LADY KILLER"

777
PAULINE'S BEAUTY SHOPPE
Permanent Hair Waving, Shampooing
end Hair Dressings
Marcel and Water Waring
30 S. Main St.
TELEPHONE

HAKRISONBURO,

VIRGINIA

raBnnBBPtnttngOTmgmomrammg
The J. C. Deane Studio
Over McCroy's 5c 8: 10c Store

PORTRAITS OF
DISTINCTION
KODAK FINISHING
Phone 278-J
HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA

Valentine Greetings
j

a
:

What better way to convey your
message than by Flowers?

§ SPECIAL

i

ST. VALENTINE
NOVELTIES AWAIT YOUR
SELECTION
Unique, arrangements of cut
Flowers and Plants

Higgs & Co., - Florists
14 Graham Street

::

Phone 478
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THE PARISIAN.

ALUMNAE ASSOCIATION
TO GIVE SUNNY SKIES

BERKLEY SQUARE GIVEN
AT H. T. G TOMORROW

Sunny Skies, a two act play, will be
presented by the local chapter of the
H. T. C. Alumna: Assocation in Wilson Hall on Friday, February the sixteenth at eight fifteen. This is a
John B. Rogers production and directed by Jack Kress who was so successful in directing last year's Alumna;
play.
Miss Frances Houck and Professor
Nelson Huffman, talented singers who
are frequently heard in concerts in the
Valley will take the leads. Alumna:
who wil have other major roles are
Prudence Spooner, Katherine Wilson.
A Southern estate is the scene of
this clever modern play with its snappy
choruses and popular music. The
choruses which arc composed to a large
extent of high school students have
been practicing for some time and are
reported to be extremely good.

Berkley Square, an outstanding picture of recent months, starring Leslie
Howard, will be shown in Wilson Hall
Saturday night at 8:00, according to
the movie committee.

MANY COUPLES ATTEND
COTILLION CLUB DANCE
Between one hundred and fifty
and one hundred and seventyfive girls and their escorts and about
thirty stags attended the mid-winter
dance sponsored by the Cotillion Club
Saturday evening, [Marietta Melson,
Machipongo, president of the Club,
reported.
The Cotillion Club members and
their escorts opened the dance with
the figure led by Marietta Melson and
Blair Burgess. The figure was very
unique being formed in the shape of
a heart to the music of Sweethearts
on Parade. The dance immediately
following was engaged in only by
those forming the ngure while the
orchestra played I Love You Truly.
Wearing white organdie dresses with
red sashes to carry out the Valentine
color scheme, the new Cotillion Club
members gave a skit during intermission to the tune of Two Hearts Beat
As One. After this punch was served
in the balcony.
The chaperons included Dr. S. P.
Duke, president of the college, and
Mrs. Duke, Mrs. Annie Bailey Cook,
dean of women, Dr. and Mrs. Converse, Dr. and Mrs. Pickett, Miss
Ruth Hudson and Mrs. Althea Johnston.

WRIGHT AND NEWBILL
(Continued trom i'age une i

Play given at Oberammergau every
ten years since 1634 with but few exCOATS, DRESSES, SWAGGER
ceptions. This year the 300th anni5 6 So. Main Harrisonburg, Va.
« versary is to be celebrated with permnnnunummmmnnntmnmman formances at different times from May
to September.
*\\\\\xxxssxsxxxxx%xxxx%xs_ The Passion Play started as a vow
made by the people of Oberammergau
QUALITY -|- SERVICE if a great pestilence was lifted. The
disease ceased, and the play has been
IS OUR MOTTO
given ever since.
Only natives of the village particiWhen you have us print your
pate.
They are trained for years for
School Annual, Catalog, Magathe parts. The play lasts from 8-12
zine, Newspaper, or Printing of
a. m. and from 2-6 p. m. Tableaus
any Kind—Your work looks
from the Old Testament accompany
this story of the last week in Christ's
NEW, MODERN, and
life. No matter what their religion,
DIFFERENT
all the spectators are deeply moved
by this great drama.
To conclude the program, Miss
The
Gladys Michels sang "Who Is Sylvia?"
and "Hark, Hark, the Lark" by Schubert. The words are taken from plays
205 West Beverley Street
by Shakespeare. Elizabeth Maddox,
STAUNTON, VIRGINIA
president of the Stratford Dramatic
Club, conducted the devotional exercises.
SUITS—MILLINERY

Beverley Press, Inc.
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It Is A Pleasure For You To Shop At

"THE BETTER STORE"
Where Courtesy, Service, as Well as the Newest Styles for the
"College Girl" Prevail
The Store With the School Spirit
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MISS ELSIE PARKER
Special Representative of Rich-

A. A. U. W.
Addressing the World Literature
Study Group of the A. A. U. W. last
week, Miss Grace Margaret Palmer
reviewed Jean Christophe by Romain

Rolland.

Miss Palmer introduced her subject
by citing, in the author's own words,
the purpose of Rolland's ten-volume
work: "I wished to breathe; I wished
to react against an unhealthy civilization, against opinion corrupted by a
false minority .... For this, 1 needed
a hero with clear vision and a pure
heart, whose soul was strong enough
to make itself heard. I built this hero
patiently. Before deciding to write
the first line of my book, I carried
it within me for years; Christophe did
not start on his journey until I had
seen his road to the end."
Although Jean Cristophe fulfills its
author's aims, it is primarily the story
of a man of musical genius. Its ten
volumes may be classed under thre
groups: Jean Christophe, Jean Christophe in Paris, and Jean Christophe—
Journey's End. The first group covers
Christophe's life up to the time that he
revolted against the conventional German music. Its volumes are named
Dawn, Morning, Youth, and Revolt.
The second group, as implied by its
title, deals with the hero's life in
Paris—bringing out has
musical
growth.
The Market Place Antoinette, and The House are books included in the middle group. The final
sections tells of Christophe as influenced by* friqnds, particularly by the
brother of Antoinette, and by one of
the women he especially loved. The
books in this final class are Love and
Friendship, The Burning Bush and
The New Dawn.
Perhaps the volumes are best connected by Rolland when he gives his
plan for writing as: "At first I conceive like a nebulous musical impression the whole of a work, the principal
motives, and, above all the rhythm,
not so much isolated phrases as the
sequence of the volumes in relation to
the whole, the chapters in the volumes, and the paragraphs in the chapters."
Miss Palmer agrees with critics in
the opinion that Rolland's style is inferior to the ideas that he wishes to
express. The Dawn, the first book of
the first group of Jean Christophe,
is generally considered the most artistically written of all the volumes.
KAPPA DEETA PI
Alpha Chi Chapter of Kappa Delta
Pi held its regular meeting last Thursday evening in the club room in the
basement of Reed Hall. Mr. C. T.
Logan, head of the English Department at' the college, gave a most interesting and entertaining talk on Gertrude Stein's The Autobiography of
Alice B. Toklas. The talk was divided
into three parts: (1) a complete review of the book, (2) a criticism of
the author's style, and (3) an explanation of the author's style.
Mr. Logan stated that Miss Stein
is an intelligent and highly capable
writer, but much that she has written
is unintelligible. In her Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas she has omitted the use of punctuation marks and
many capitals, and has taken liberties
with spellings of certain words. Many
of her sentences are long and childish,
the mere joining together of ideas with
"and"; The speaker read passages
from several of Miss Stein's works
showing how utterly senseless some of
them appear.
As an explanation of the queer writings of the author, Mr. Logan referred
to an article in the Atlantic Monthly
in which it was explained that Miss
Stein had been extremely interested in
experiments in automatic writing
while she was at Harvard. These seem

The story, which is most unusual,
deals with a twentieth century lover
who goes back to the eighteenth century to pledge eternal devotion to the
girl he loves.
The entire picture is characterized
by a delicacy and subtlety of thought
and expression. The dramatic action
on the part of the whole cast is excellent.

ard Hudnut and Du Barry
Beauty Consultant will be with
us the week of
FEBRUARY 19th
at our toilet goods section to
tell about the care of the skin
By the Du Barry Method

Williamson Drug Co.

In addition to Heather Angel, the
female lead, Howard is supported by
Valerie Taylor and Betty Lawford.
o
Rose Ratcliff was the past week-end
guest of Miss Charlotte Brown at Mary
Baldwin College, Staunton.

READY- TO-WEAR

MILLINERY
to have given her a dual personality so
that she writes very well at times, but
at other times works under the influence of distracting noises and produces
what appears to us to be nonsense.
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HOSE
Always at Reasonable Prices

i.C. Penney Co.

VALLEY GIFT AND
BOOK SHOP
Phone 28J

SHOES

Harrisonburg, Va.

120 S. Main St.

HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA
H

Repair Service While You Wa t
LOKER'S
Formerly Champion Shoe Repair Shop

FRIDDLES

RESTAURANT

We Deliver to -You Free
J. T. LOKER, Prop.
Phone 86-R
45 E. Market St.

AND

SODA SANDWICH SHOPPE
Our Latest 10c Special
"CHOCOLATE SPRINKLE"
The most popular place for the
most popular students
"In the Center of Everything"
Fi?RiJi.i .aiifinri;
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Just Received

NOTICE TO THE COLLEGE
STUDENTS
TRY OUR SPECIALS
All fruit Sundaes with whipped
cream
10c
Try Our Toasted Sandwiches
Small Hot Dogs with Chile
Jc
Large Hot Dogs with Chile 10c
Cold Pork Sandwiches
10c
Try the best Soft Drinks in town
Double cones of cream
Jc

Complete Line •

CANDYLAND
AUGUSTAS JULIAS, Owner
3»»«XX%XXXXXXXW»*XXXX\\\>
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THE BARGAIN PLACE

COSMETICS

The lowest price in the City for

HOSTETTERS CUT
RATE STORE

READY-TO-WEAR

SHOES

and FURNISHINGS
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SHOE AND FOOT TROUBLES CAN BE
PREVENTED
|
a
Here's Your Chance to Obtain Foot Comfort
Dr. ScholPs Personal Representative from New York Will i
♦
be at our store
THURSDAY TO SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 15 to 17
You may be suffering from some form of foot trouble. If you want
relief from painful corns, callouses, bunions, tired aching feet, itching
toes, "Athlete's Foot," weak arches—foot trouble of any kind, here
is your opportunity to learn how this relief may be obtained.
During this Special Event Dr. School's Representative will also gladly
advise you as to the size and style shoe to wear for utmost comfort
and appearance, all without charge or obligation. Remember the
date and be sure to be here.

LOVETT & GARBER, Inc.
"X-Ray Shoe Fitters"
38 S. Main Street

::

Harrisonburg, Virginia
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Announcing Reduction in Prices for Cleaning

Suits Cleaned and Pressed
75c
Plain Dresses Cleaned and Pressed
75c
Called for and Delivered

SamitQuality and Service

Hayden's Dry Cleaning Works
Phone 274

